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thus, too, in a Bong in praise of 'Whiskey, written by Thomas Meehan, a WItty poet 
of the county of Clare, about the year 1770, the word Plerac(t is used as designating a 
dancing contest attended with riotous music and singing; and he calls the tents at fairs 
and races, at which such scenes were enacted; Botlt-Raca, i.e., a Raca-booth, or hut." 
And with respect to the etymology of this term, Mr. Curry states that, "as the word Raca 
iB not known to be an original, or old Irish word, it is, probably, but a Hibernicised form 
of the English word Rake, as in like manner the prefix , Ple., is ,but a corrupt form of the 
English word Play; and so conjointly giving the sense of a raking entertainment." 

These etymological conjectures of Mr. Curry's I have thougllt it right to submit to the 
conside,ation of the reader; although, as regards the compound Ple-raca, the general 
philologist might, perhaps, be disposed rather to deri,ve its primary vocable from the ancient 
Irish word Fletul/r" which signifies a "Feast," or " Entertainment:" and it must be con-
fessed that such derivation would seem obvious but from the fact that, according to the 
best Irish authorities, no example has been found .of a.change of the consonantfinto p, 
while on the contrary, the change of pinto f is very common in the grammatical inflec-
tions of the language. 

rnm mill m'rr fnrsnh lIft. 

FOR this fine air, together with many others of no less beauty, I have to express my 
grateful acknowledgments to Mr. P. J. O'Reilly, of Westport, in the county of Mayo, by 
whom they were noted down from the singing of the peasantry in the wild mountain dis-
trictS of that picturesque county. I regret, however, to have to add, that Mr. O'Reilly 
has not increased the value of his gift by some detailed notices of the sources and localities 
from which the tunes were obtained; and, that though acquainted with the Irish language 
vernacularly, he did not feel himself competent to take down the songs to which the 
melodies were sung; as, in that peculiarly Irish part of Western Ireland, it mig'ht be hoped 
that words of a hig'her antiquity and deeper interest would be preserved than those 
current in districts in which, from the commingling of races differing in origin and lan-
guage, the primitive manners and traditions have been obliterated. . Without some such 
knowledge of the character of the ancient songs, we have no clue to the sentiments 
which the melodies were intended to convey, but that, I?ometimes-as in the present , 
instance-derived from its nl),me; for the words" My Love will ne'er forsake me" appear 
to happily expressive of the triumphant and manly tone of feeling which per-
vades air to a degree not often found amongst the melodies of Ireland. So strongly, 
indeed, does this feeling appear to me to preponderate, and so · different from that of our 
tunes in general is the structure which was necessary to produce it, that, had this air 
come to me from any questionable authority, I should have been inclined to doubt its Irish 
origin; or, had it been shown to me as an ancient Gothic or Scandinavian air, such I 
should have yery readily believed it. Such affinities and peculiarities are not, however, 
very uncommon amongst the multitude 9f our melodies; and, if we were allowed to indulg'e 
in conjecture as to the probable origin of them, we might, perhaps, ascribe it to the long' 
occupation of our island · by the Danes and N orthmen, or even, not impossibly, to the 
blending of Teutonic races with the Celtic in ages more remote-. 
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